Pressure effects on carbon monoxide rebinding to the isolated alpha and beta chains of human hemoglobin.
The effects of pressure on the recombination kinetics of carbon monoxide binding to the isolated alpha and beta chains of human adult hemoglobin at pH 7, approximately 20 degrees C, were studied by the use of millisecond and nanosecond laser photolyses. The kinetic data were analyzed on the basis of a simple three-species model, which assumes two elementary reaction processes of bond formation and ligand migration steps. The activation volume for each elementary step was obtained from the pressure dependence of the rate constants. A pressure-dependent activation volume change from negative to positive values in the bimolecular carbon monoxide association reaction was observed for both of the isolated chains. This finding is attributed to a change of the rate-limiting step from the bond formation step to the ligand migration step. For both of the isolated chains, the activation volumes for ligand migration into and from the protein were estimated as +12-16 and +7-11 cm3 mol-1, respectively. These positive activation volumes for the ligand migration process may be caused by conformational fluctuations of proteins, that is, the conformational changes from "closed" to "open" structure. In the iron-ligand bond formation process, the activation volumes are -15 to -22 cm3 mol-1, which are almost identical to that for the model heme complexes [Taube, D. J., Projahn, H.-D., van Eldik, R., Magde, D., & Traylor, T. G. (1990) J. Am. Chem. Soc. 112, 6880-6886]. Accordingly, the surrounding protein contributions to the activation volumes for the bond formation process could be small.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)